662  AN  INTRODUCTION  TO  CHILD  STUDY
Two and Three Years
By now, a well-trained baby does not put things in his mouth, but,
paint, sticks, lead, tin and mechanical toys should still be watched.
See that his toys are so sturdy that they are hard to break. No cheap
mechanical toys. Suitable play materials are: balls; rope; blocks;
boxes to build hfavy structures; push-and-pull toys; climbing ladders
or jungle-gym; sand or gravel pit; swings; Kiddie Kars and wagons;
scissors, crayons, large, paint, clay, when supervised; boxes with tops
to fit on and things to drop in; dolls, all kinds but breakable; squares
of cloth, 15 inches square; large beads; hammering outfits; table and
chairs; cupboards, shelves, boxes, for toys; water toys; sturdy, simple
picture books containing bright colors or photographs.
Sturdy, wooden containers for toy stkts, as beads, blocks, etc, are
invaluable in keeping materials sorted.
Four and Five Years
Watch out for easily broken toys, for poor paint, lead, sticks, tin
and mechanical toys. Suitable play materials are: balls; rope; blocks;
heavy boxes; push-and-pull toys; climbing ladders, or jungle-gym;
swings; see-saw with non-pinching support, tricycles, wagons; trapeze;
planks for building and for balancing in walking; sand or gravel pit;
scissors, crayons, paint, clay, complex blocks, paper, paste, when super-
vised; boxes with tops to fit on and things to drop in; dolls — clotlies,
house, carriage, furniture; squares o£ cloth, 15 inches sqjiurc; sturdy
books; bean bags; large beads; hammering outfits, more complex;
simple form boards, and cut-up puzzles; tables and choirs; cupboards,
shelves, boxes, for toys; sturdy wooden containers for sets of material;
water toys; sturdy, simple picture books — bright colors or photographs.
The push-and-pull toys, boxes with tops to fit on, sturdy books, and
simple form boards begin to drop out of the interest range of five-
year-olds. They are interested in more complex puzzles, pets that re-
quire a simple kind of care, materials to build more complex structures,
and simple carpentry to make objects for more permanent use. Excur-
sions to stores, fire stations, factories, train stations, lakes, hills, tunnels,
bridges, and other rather unfamiliar spots are now needed. Supervi-
sion of much of the paint, day, etc., can be relaxed, but still is needed
at intervals.
This seems to be a period when the child adds little new to his
needs, but reorganizes m more complex patterns what he can already
do. It is true that even at this age children tend to tire of toys that
can be made to do just one thing well; mechanical toys, precious dolls
to be held carefully, not undressed, etc.

